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Charlotte McKendrick is your typical thirty-something stay-at-home mom. She has three beautiful children, a
loving family, special friends, and the most wonderful, adoring husband. Her life is a dream.

Er . . . let’s try this again.

Charlotte McKendrick is not your typical thirty-something stay-at-home mom. Yes, she’s got three beautiful
children, a loving family (all of them lingerers—you’ll see), and her friends are special, all right! As far as
her wonderful, adoring husband, what a joke! That bastard abandoned her and the kids six months ago.

Now, she will do anything she can to survive and provide for her children. Even if it means signing on the
dotted line . . .

Mitch Colton is the CEO of Colton Technologies. Most of his year is spent traveling around the world,
bringing companies the latest innovations in automobile technology. He doesn’t have time for a traditional
relationship and the BS that comes with it. He doesn’t do the “marriage” thing, the “kid” thing, and he
certainly doesn’t do the “falling in love” thing. All that said, he still wants someone to come home to.
Someone who will offer everything he wants, and nothing he doesn’t. He realizes loyalty paired with these
kinds of demands won’t come cheap. No problem. What he doesn’t realize is that once Charlotte
McKendrick signs that dotted line, he’ll be paying with a lot more than money.

This can be read as a standalone!  However, there are certain story lines in all of The GEG books that are
continued on in subsequent books.
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From Reader Review Under Contract for online ebook

Michelle says

 ARC provided by author in exchange of honest review

???? 4 Meow Stars ????

Under Contract was absolutely sweet, funny, sexy and romantic. It was my feel good romantic comedy HEA
book. As a romantic at heart, Under Contract was a perfect blend of humor, sass, sexiness, and romance.
Jacquelyn Ayres did an amazing job in Under Contract. She will have you swooning and meowing for
Mitchell Colton. Who knew signing a dotted line could land you a hot bachelor and of course hot sex? But
one thing is for certain, love was non-negotiable in Under Contract.

Rule number one when signing a contract… read the fine print! Well what happens when you sign a contract
and not realizing that not only you are signing away your life, time and body but also signing away your
heart. For Charlotte McKendrick, she thought all she had to offer was her body and time to Mitch Colton but
what she didn’t see coming was to sign her heart away and fall in love.

Charlotte is a single mother of three. Her asshole of a husband abandon them to go find himself...well
Charlotte had to put on her big girl panties and get a job. What we didn’t expect is her job was meeting a
criteria for a certain CEO. Her new job requires to be his pretend girlfriend. Doesn’t sound that bad? Right?
Well however you look at, Charlotte needed this income to put a roof over her family’s head and food onto
the table. Besides the extra perks of the job was hot orgasmic sex with her “boyfriend” Mitch. As they begin
to spend more time together, Charlotte and Mitch begins to see the walls surrounding their heart begins to
unravel. Will Mitch renegotiate his contract with Charlotte since falling in love is not what he had bargained
for?

The chemistry between Charlotte and Mitch was sexy and at the same time fun. I adored the playful banter
between these two. They complimented and suited each other since they both were equals when it came to
their personalities. Charlotte is not your shy heroine but a confident woman who knows when to speak her
mind. The only time she lets her guard down is when she lets Mitch take reign in the bedroom. The dynamic
of their relationship was fun and sassy. I loved that Mitch adored Charlotte’s children and treated them as his
own. I love stories when two unexpecting people finds LOVE in the least place they expect to. Ms. Ayres not
only gives us a love story but she was able to incorporate lots of humor, banter, and of course hot steamy
chemistry.

So if you are looking for a fun and sweet story with HEA that will leave you with a BIG FAT SMILE on
your face, then I highly suggest Under Contract.



Jacquelyn Ayres

Nikki says

Ok, this is a hard one to review. On one hand, it was freaking hilarious and even though I found myself
rolling my eyes at several parts, I couldn't seem to stop reading it. I just had to see what obscene or
ridiculous thing was gonna happen next. I know that sounds kinda bad, but I don't mean it to. The story
wasn't my favorite, but I can't say I wasn't pulled in. I have mixed feelings. I thought some of the actions
done and said by the main couple were at times over the top, and at other times Mitch needed a swift kick in
the balls. But then again, I found myself laughing copiously throughout the entire book. So all in all, I'd say
it was a good book. Just not a top favorite.

Loraine Oliver says

Review by Loraine Oliver from Wicked Women Book Blog

Under Contract is a wonderful, touching story about a woman who is lovely and charming and totally
devoted to her 3 children and their life together with her husband-until the husband decided he was no longer
interested in living with his wife and 3 kids any more, so he up and leaves her one day with a mortgage, no
money in the bank and huge credit card debt.

Mitch is the CEO of his own company and he is tired of all the faceless one night stands he has been passing
time with and is just plain done with the whole scene. Mitch is single, very attractive and a millionaire, and
just wants to have a relationship where he gives the same woman a lot of money, has her live in his house
and be there when he comes home, and it is more for his convenience that anything else.

Mitch doesn’t have time for a traditional relationship and the BS that comes with it, and he doesn't want a
marriage or kids, certainly doesn’t do the “falling in love” thing. All that said, he still wants someone to
come home to." This is what he wants.

What happens when Charlotte goes to meet Mitch to see about this mutually beneficial "contract"? Will this
prove to be something that is beneficial to both of them?

This book is hilarious, and you are going to love it-I know I did, I sat down to read it one night, and I haven't
been so touched by a read in a while, as well as laughed out loud so much! Along with this story comes a
great cast of supporting characters that are hilarious, crazy and just plain out of this world on occasion -
including both Mitch and Charlotte's family members! And all of them love
Charlotte so much,they have been friends all their lives and always will be,and the same holds true for
Mitch!

Most of all this book has a meaning behind it and see if you can figure out what the author is trying to say.
I gave this book 5***** stars for being a great read!



CrazyDaisy says

I received this book in return for an honest review.

5 Crazy Ass Stars!!!

Ladies, I have myself a new BBF his name is Mitch. OMG! Mitchell Colton is 'raising morale' on my BBF
list. I absolutely luuuuuved this book. I was sucked in right from the start and didn't put it down until I was
finished. This is my first read by Jacquelyn Ayres and I can tell you now, it won't be my last! I LMAO, I
cried, I got mad and boy, did those hot ass scenes get me all flushed! This makes for the perfect
beach/pool/anywhere read!

?lleskelle - teamSøren? ?I like big b00ks? says

??????2.5 STARS??????

This book had all the elements of a winning recipe, unfortunately for me, the misconstructed and messy
dialogues, the constant back and forth of both characters regarding their emotions made it difficult and
unpleasant to hold any real interest.

Don't let my picky self hold you off of this one, I know some of my friends enjoyed it, it had a great banter,
an interesting girl's posse, and sweet moments if you crave a little cheesy romance.

Stephanie* says

3 STARS!

This rating was a hard one for me! IMO, the book started off really awkward & weird and didn't pick up until
around 40-something-ish-%. I thought the first half was around 2 stars and the second half of the book was a
4 star read. So I just averaged those two and came up with a rating of 3 stars.

So what didn't I like you ask?

The main reason I disliked the first portion of this book was the hero, Mitch/Mitchell/Mitchy/PSYCHO!!
Okay, the psycho nickname is my own doing, but this guy had some sort of bipolar, multiple personality, and
anger management problems in the beginning of this book. The heroine would do or say something he didn't
like and BAM, psycho comes out.

So basically, we have a case of a tortured hero. He has spent the last 20 years grieving the loss of someone
important in his life, and the unfortunate events that happened have caused him to act in the way that he
does.



I had a hard time with the MC's dialogue in the beginning, because I felt like my head was whipping back
and forth between his mood swings. I almost DNF'd this a few times, but I'm glad I stuck with it, because the
author seemed to get into a better rhythm and the book got much better!

I also wanted more from the heroine's kids. We get to see some of Brogan, but she had two others and we
were only told about them, and didn't get to see much from them either. Especially since one of her children
had a disability. Which we aren't told about until later in the book? Mitch was Skype'ing with the oldest son,
I wish that would have been in his POV, so that we can see the relationship that they were able to build as
well.

Now, what did I like?

The second half of the book made up for the first part in humor & the GEG's. The GEG team was hilarious.

In case you're wondering GEG stands for....(view spoiler). The GEG consists of five best friends, who have
way too much fun. These girls are a RIOT!

Also, I must point out that Mitch was better in the second half. He didn't freak out as much as he did in the
first half, and redeemed himself towards the end! It was nice to see him start out as PSYCHO boy and
progress to a man that was able to cope with his grief and to be able to live a fulfilling life.

I enjoyed the epilogue but still had a few questions and major plot holes that I need answered. The epilogue
didn't provide me the answers to my questions, and only left me more confused. (view spoiler)

I am honestly looking forward to CiCi and Kyle's book next. I believe (and hope) that both of these
secondary characters from this book will be more tolerable for me. Kyle seemed like a pretty normal dude,
with a better personality than Mitch, and CiCi, she is too freaking hilarious! She is by far the craziest one out
of the group. So I will definitely be waiting for their book next!

Mara De Guzman says

3.5 to 4 Stars
Copy received for an honest review

"Thinking can get in the way of doing. Sometimes you need to just do things without thinking, because
they need to get done. Think about it!"

How far would you go to make sure you and your kids have food on your table and a roof above your heads?
This is especially hard if you're a single parent who have 3 kids to take care of and provide for and no steady
source of income. This is the case of single mother and divorcee, Charlotte "Charley" O'Brien/McKendrick.



Back to the question, how far would you go?

Charley went as far as pimping herself out just to make sure their mortgage and other overdue bills get paid.
Who could blame her? She has 3 young children, 1 who has special needs, her good for nothing husband just
up and left them and bills are piling up. Going on "paid dates" may not be a long-term solution or the perfect
one but it sure is a quick way to earn quick cash. So lucky for Charley, her very first client slash first date
was the gorgeous, wealthy and sexy Mitchell Colton.

Mitchell Colton, a rich and successful businessman who's been crushed and hurt before. He's not up for
serious relationships or commitment and figures the best way to get it is by "hiring" someone from time to
time to satisfy his needs. And when he saw Charlotte walking into the bar… he was mesmerized.

Charley and Mitch's story is a cute and very sexy read and has a whirlwind romance feel to it. During that
"date", Mitch made Charley sign a contract stating that she's at his beck and call whenever he is town and
that she gets a monthly stipend. But everything changes after just one night. Mitch started feeling things he
hasn't felt in a long while and I appreciate how he's the first one to welcome those thoughts. It's enjoyable
reading Charley and Mitch try to suppress the unwelcome affection between them and trying not to give in
but Charley is a determined woman and I admire her for sticking with Mitch even when he started closing
himself off.

Under Contract is a sweet and funny reading experience and even though there have been a couple other
books with quite a similar premise, I enjoyed Ms. Jacquelyn Ayres' writing. Not a dull moment and I just
wish there was a bit more development in their story and Charley's kids. But overall, this is a well-written
sweet love story.

Stars: 3.5 to 4
Recommended to: Fans of sexy, funny romance
POV: First person. Dual POV.
Series: Yes. Standalone.
Extra Comment: Story development lacks a little for my liking but it didn't affect the connection I had with
the characters. Secondary characters were all hilarious, by the way.

Michelle says

This is the first book I’ve read of Jacquelyn’s and I must say this is an amazing book. Funny for sure and the
❤?. The book is well written!

Bookaholic says

Ah-ma-zing
A perfect combination of zingers, lust, Love, family and losers all wrapped into one package. The story was
one that has been done before no doubt, but the difference makes all the difference. The words the



arrangement and the superfluousness of the changing POVs was ah-ma-zing.
I loved reading it...read it in one day, could have finished in a few hours but you know kids get in the way of
fun ?

*J* Too Many Books Too Little Time says

4.5--GEG--Stars!!

I don't know if it's the fact that I had tried several other books before landing on this one or what...but I really
liked this one!

Oh my lawd this book had me laughing my ass off...

Was it perfect? No! But it was super fun, super funny and super sexy!

So...I bet you want to know what a GEG is? And I must admit it was fun reading along trying to figure out
what in the hell a GEG was. As for the big reveal....

But damn, I sure loved the GEGs!

The banter and dialogue was the best part of the book. Between the MCs, Charley and Mitch, and between
their friends and family. Funny text messages, funny phone calls, just funny period.

Charley's husband up and left her with three kids and no money. She answers an ad to be an escort/call
girl/companion for Mitch.

Mitch is very specific about who and what he wants. And he's willing to pay top dollar. He's a very busy
man, travels a lot and wants someone to be at his beck and call. And Charley happens to fit the bill....

Mitch doesn't want kids....Charley has kids. Mitch wants someone with experience....Charley has none.
Mitch doesn't want drama....Charley's life is full of it. But damn, Charley was awesome and Mitch saw all of
that awesome too.

Now Mitch...he was a little cray cray.

He may have been a bit on the jealous side. Flew off the handle a time or two. Poor guy just didn't know
what to do with his feelings for Charley. And yeah, he makes some dumb choices...



I guess it was probably insta-love-ish. IDK, it didn't bother me. I think because I was laughing too much at
everything else.

The plot and storyline weren't perfect. There were some holes, some inconsistencies, some huh moments.
But the banter and steam made up for that for me.

Can't wait to read about the rest of the GEGs!

Red Cheeks Reads says

Charlotte has become a struggling mum of 3, due to her good for nothing husband up and leaving her to
survive and provide all by herself. So in a moment of desperation she takes a job. This is not your ordinary
job though and it involves one sexy but moody business man named Mitch, a contract and a chance that
Charlotte may get everything she deserves or end up completely heart broken.

Having read and enjoyed the other series from this author, I was excited to get started on another with a
different plot line altogether. Especially one involving hot business men and contracts! But I was a little
disappointed as I didn’t enjoy this book as much as I did the others.

First off let me start by saying that there is definite potential here again. The plot was unique in its on way,
the characters were likeable (again in their own unique way) and there were parts of the story I did enjoy.

 “Your body knows it. Look at how it responds. It knows it belongs to me.”

The characters, I have to come to realise from this author, are always a bit over the top but they do seem to
work. Did Mitch get on my nerves with his constant mood swings and getting angry over what I thought
were silly things? Definitely! But just like with previous characters, he did end up redeeming himself. I did
however cringe when he kept calling Charlotte’s p***y “kitty” and the way he described playing with it and
the use of the term baby was just overused.

Charlotte was a character I liked. I thought her background about her being a struggling but wonderful
mother gave her such a strength that I admired and she just always seemed strong, determined and not a
pushover which I really liked. So she was a character I enjoyed reading about.

 “Her honesty- cripples me.
Her green eyes-Kryptonite to my soul.
Her touch- ignites every fibre of my being.
Her mind- intrigues me.
Her heart-inspires me.”

The plot itself was interesting. Maybe not completely original (we have all read stories concerning business
men and contracts) but it was different in its unique way and it worked well. It definitely kept me interested
and I did keep turning the pages wondering how everything was going to turn out. However the style and
flow of the writing itself didn’t quite work for me. The scenes just didn’t seem to connect sometimes but this
is a personal preference I believe and other readers probably would enjoy how the writing was done.

 “Your the reason I now have everything I hold dear in life.”



Overall a romance that has great potential, with aspects I really enjoyed. From this book and previous ones I
have read, I will continue to look out for more from this author as I can only see her getting better and better
with each new book she releases.

Bethany

Heather Routh says

I must say that Jac has did it again! I am truly amazed at her talent. I fell in love with the GEG girls and the
rest of the characters in this book.

Charlotte was a stay at home mother of 3 young children and "trophy" wife. Until one day her jerk of a
husband left her. He just picked up and walked away from his family. No contact or anything. Charlotte is
worried about how she's going to feed her kids, keep a roof over their heads and pay the bills when she over
hears two women talking about Mitch Colton looking for a "companion" when he's in town. She meets him
and they hit it off so she decided to sign his contract. The contract basically says she'll be at his beck and call
whenever he's in town. He does not want a relationship of any kind. Nor does he want children.

Charlotte and Mitch spend time together and she realizes that she has a crush on Mitch. Little does she know,
he's falling in love with her and her children.

I love Charlotte's friends, the GEG girls. Especially Cici! She's a fire cracker. Charlotte is a strong woman
and doesn't let Mitch get away with his a**ho*e tendencies. They are perfect for eachother! I'm going to stop
here because I don't want to give anything else away but trust me when I say this is a book that you'll want to
read. I cannot wait for book 2 which is Cici's story.

Jacquelyn Ayers, you blow my mind! I have loved every book you've written and cannot wait to see what
comes next. This book definitely deserves 5 stars! Congratulations on the new book.

Lady Heather says

Okay, since I had to take time to think about how I was going to rate this book after finishing it here goes...

Final rating 2.5 stars!

The beginning and middle of the book were 4.5 - 5 star rating.
The author did a great job of developing the characters and the story-line was interesting and good.

I would definitely rate this book as erotica with some Dom/sub.

The characters were complex, funny, smart, and yet still portrayed as 'real'.



The author had me engaged and eagerly anticipating to see what was going to happen next.

...then it seems at the 85% mark - the story got rushed, and all of a sudden I'm at the epilogue thinking WTF?

Did I miss something? I can't really be sure how much times lapses from the end of the story to the epilogue
(I think 2 years?). With one  major  question being asked in my head. (view spoiler)

Anyone who knows me or follows my reviews knows that a sudden, rushed ending is a HUGE pet-peeve of
mine.
I really HATE finishing a story (especially a contemporary romance) feeling mad and a little betrayed by the
author.

I had such HIGH expectations for this story... and then

Sara Oxton says

Under Contract by Jacquelyn Ayres a four-star read that you wouldn’t want to break. This is the first book in
the GEG series but each story can be read as stand-alone. This is my first read by this author and I can’t wait
to read the rest of the series if they are half as good as this they will be great. This book had a great romantic
story-line, but it was also funny having some great one liners. The relationship between the girls was so good
and real, you could see them in your life and imagine having fun with them. What I loved most though was
Charlotte McKendrick, even though life has thrown her some downright awful circumstances she has made
the best of it and cracked on. The chemistry between her and Mitch Colton is off the charts even though it
shouldn’t be. I did struggle to get used to Mitch if I’m honest, but once I got my hooks into the story I really
cam round to him and saw another side to him. Bring on book two, I cant wait.

Beth says

4.5 Sign on the Dotted Line Stars

We are living in an Insta-Society. Instant breakfast. Instant tans from a bottle. Instant bragging to your
friends on InstaGram. Instant access to information on the World Wide InterWeb. What ever happened to
working for something? Those encyclopedias we used to look up the 15th president or the capital of Norway
were good enough for me. Who cares that they were outdated before they even got off the shelf. And what
ever happened to working for your tan? Hours of baking, sweating, and skin cancer. So this new
phenomenon of Instant Love is just a short leap away.

Charlotte or Charley as she prefers, is in a bit of a pickle. Her asshat of a husband has left her with 3 kids, a
stack of bills, and no forwarding address. She could ask her very supportive parents for help or her gaggle of



loud, crass, loving friends, but she has her own solution. She'll become a call girl. Yes, isn't that the normal
go-to job for single moms?

I'm here to have a conference call with my sanity. Clearly it went bankrupt and closed up shop.

Mitch is a very busy man. He travels all over the world making million dollar deals. He does not have time to
date. So he contracts a girlfriend. Just sign on the dotted line and then get naked. Insta-Solution.

I also want to make it clear that it will never be more than this. I will never want more. I will never
give more. I don't mean to sound like a cocky or arrogant bastard, but if you find you feel something
for me and want more - our contract will be through.

Epic Fail.....you sound like a cocky bastard.

This is a funny, snarky, charming read. There is Insta-Lust, Insta-Chemistry, Insta-Alpha Male, Insta-Battles
of the Heart and Mind. Mitch will make you swoon and want to kick him where it will cause Insta-Pain.

Her mind - it intrigues me.
Her laugh - it centers me.
Her heart - it swallows me.
Her voice - it calms me.
Her smell - it intoxicates me.
I abandoned her.

I really enjoyed this one. Just give up on trying to make sense of the Insta-Thing and go with it. There are
several unanswered, unfinished story lines here that I want to see finished. I will be reading the next book.
Cause Kyle and I have and Insta-Connection.


